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ABSTRACT 
Modern production processes request modern solutions in the field of control and supervision. As present SCADA (Supervisory 

Control And Data Acquisition) systems are based on computer and communication technologies, they are also high influenced with 
them. Today’s trend in modern SCADA system is a usage of tools and techniques from computer technologies and communication. It 
provides the possibility to design a SCADA system efficiently with easy access to process data, for instance with using web protocol 
and cloud computing. Second major advantage of using computer technologies is integration of modern databases in SCADA system. 
This trend push SCADA systems from local applications to distributed systems based on modern internet protocols and make 
collected information more accessible to users. 
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REZIME 
U današnjim sistemima za nadzor, prikupljanje podataka i upravljanje na višem nivou (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

- SCADA) primećuju se određeni trendovi. Ovakvi sistemi su vremenom postali veoma zavisni od kompjuterskih tehnologija pa se 
trendovi u kompjuterskim sistemima propagiraju i u SCADA sisteme. Ako pogledamo globalnu sliku, veliki spektar savremenih 
uređaja koji se koriste u svakodnevnom životu imaju neku vrstu SCADA sistema. To znači da omogućavaju neku vrstu kontrole 
odnosno upravljanja i prosleđuju određene informacije o stanju. Poredeći današnje industrijske procese sa procesima od pre na 
primer deset godina možemo primetiti da ne postoje velike razlike u samoj tehnologiji proizvodnje ali zato su uočljive velike razlike u 
sistemima za nadzor i upravljanje. Upotreba savremenih rešenja i trendova u realizaciji SCADA sistema značajno utiče na 
proizvodni proces. U ovom radu su predstavljeni trendovi u modernim SCADA sistemima i prikazan je uticaj kompjuterskih i 
telekomunikacionih tehnologija na ove trendove. Trendovi kao što su primena savremenih rešenja za skladištenje prikupljenih 
podataka u modernim bazama podataka, upotreba „web“ tehnologija za prikaz prikupljenih podatka i trend „cloud computing“ 
nalaze svoje mesto i u modernim SCADA sistemima. Važno je imati informacije o novim trendovima u SCADA sistemima zbog 
mogućnosti njihove primene radi postizanja efikasnosti proizvodnje i smanjenja troškova. U industrijskom procesu, SCADA sistemi i 
drugi sistemi upravljanja obično imaju visoku fleksibilnost u odnosu na druge komponente proizvodnog procesa, što znači da je 
relativno lako praviti promene i pratiti moderne trendove radi postizanja željenih ciljeva proizvodnje. 

Ključne reči: Nadzor i upravljanje sistemima, moderni trendovi, SCADA. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Development of supervisory control and data acquisition 

system (SCADA) is more and more obvious, and certain trends 
in this development can be noticed. SCADA system is becoming 
highly dependent on computer technologies and trends that are 
evident in computer systems are slowly finding their way to the 
SCADA systems (Bugarski et al., 2007; Bugarski et al., 2008; 
Bugarski et al., 2009a). In last decade it is almost impossible to 
design a SCADA system without using some part of computer 
technologies. This applies not only to the physical part, 
hardware, but also to computer technologies in software 
development. Hardware and software in real system must work 
together and some connection between them must exist 
(Bugarski et al., 2009b; Bugarski et al., 2010). By terminology 
SCADA is a system used in industrial plant or in some type of 
industrial machine to monitor connected process, and by that fact 
SCADA belongs to Human Machine Interface (HMI) family 
(Bailey and Wright, 2003). If we look more generally, almost 
every modern device used in everyday life have some type of 
SCADA system that provides possibility to control something 
and receive some information from it. Enormous development of 
software and hardware in everyday devices prolongs high 
influence in industrial systems so that trends form information 
technologies (IT) are migrating into industrial SCADA systems 
(Stuart, 2004). If we compare present industrial processes with 

those of ten or twenty years ago there are no such big changes in 
basic technology of making some product but very big changes 
can be observed in the part of controlling and supervision 
(Mehta and Reddy, 2015). This paper will describe trends in 
modern industrial SCADA systems with special emphasis on the 
influence from computer technologies. Special attention will be 
paid to trends in communication, hardware and software parts of 
present and future SCADA systems. 

MATERIAL 
Modern SCADA system is essentially based on computer 

system. Every computer system has its hardware and software 
parts on Figure 1. One of the basic requirements in modern 
SCADA systems is that they can operate on different hardware, 
not only different internal components but also on different 
concepts. Today computer systems operate on various devices: 
servers, desktop computers, laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc. 
This leads to the conclusion that there is possibility to use 
different devices in function of a SCADA system. As it was said 
before, trends from computer industry and new technologies 
make high influence in SCADA systems. The current trend in 
computer industry is exploitation of mobile devices and that 
trend opens new possibilities to run modern SCADA systems on 
mobile devices. This is a great opportunity but it requires some 
changes in communication concepts used in field of control and 
supervision systems. 
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Fig. 1. Main components of SCADA system 

 

Every device in the field must be connected to process with 
some type of communication. Previously, manufacturers offered 
their own communication protocols and media for transfer of 
data that had some specifics of their own. Today, trend dictates 
usage of widespread standards in communication mediums 
(Nikolić at al., 2010a; Nikolić at al., 2010b). Also trend 
demands usage of protocol that is identical to protocol used in 
computer networks (Clark and Reynders, 2004). This two 
conditions are led to usage of widespread devices for operating 
SCADA systems. Of course, there are always some critical parts 
in industrial plant that must use some specific industrial function 
which is not necessary widely used in computer networks, but 
global trend in industry is to use standardized communication 
wherever it is possible. Critical parts in industry, from the point 
of communication, are usually located on lower levels of process 
control from programmable logic controllers (PLC) downward 
to the field devices, sensors and actuators. On higher levels 
where usually SCADA system is located in most cases 
communication can be based on standardized communication 
protocols used in computer and network technology. Some 
specific situations may appear where this is not possible but they 
are not in the focus of this research. Today modern 
communication protocols widely used in computer networks can 
be used on different communication mediums from coper cable, 
optical cable to mobile or wireless network. The whole world is 
globally connected in worldwide global network called internet. 
This opens up new opportunities in connecting processes with 
SCADA systems. The newest trend in modern computer 
technology is mobility. We are able to connect everything and to 
access data from anyplace if it is connected to internet. This 
trend is slowly but surely entering the industrial SCADA 
systems as well (Ponsa et al., 2010). 

All of previously mentioned led to large industrial migration 
of obsolete SCADA systems to the wide range mobile devices, 
computers and smart phones. Although this migration increased 
mobility which is definitely fantastic, it has one very big flaw. 
Present mobile devices are not practical for archiving a large 
amount of historical process data which was and still is one of 
the fundamental functionalities of SCADA systems. This has led 
to a substantial division in architecture of future SCADA 
systems. Mobile devices will be used only for data 
representation and not for storage. Storage of historical data in 
this case is done in another place and mobile devices only access 
the collected data and represent them, but not store them. This is 
not such a new concept as it was used before but usually in local 
level (local SCADA systems) and usually with using very 
specific protocols to exchange data between connected devices. 
What is new is that modern SCADA concept includes 

standardized protocol and that type of data access that can be 
used in wide range of devices (Nikolić et al., 2014). The logical 
choice is to use web interface for data representation because it 
is standardized and implemented on almost every modern device 
from personal computers and mobile phones to smart TV 
screens. This technology requires that some device or more 
devices that are locally connected to process have possibility to 
collect process data, archive them and create web interface for 
data access. This can be done on local level in local network 
which can be granted internet access. 

Graphical design of modern scada system 
Trends in modern software solutions is to design a software 

in the easiest way from aspect of efficiency. And the same 
applies to the software part of the SCADA systems. Earlier, 
more attention was paid to other things such as optimal 
utilization of CPU time and memory, for example, which has led 
to complicated solutions difficult for maintenance. Today when 
developing software part of SCADA system, functionality leads 
the major role and the highest priority is given to a graphic 
design (McCrady, 2013). Humans, who operate on SCADA 
systems, are very visual and graphic oriented and because of that 
representation of data in modern SCADA system is very 
important (Bugarski et al., 2011; Bugarski et al., 2014). 
Computer technology has greatly improved and provided a 
variety of tools to make graphic representation of data in 
different shapes, easily adapted to process specifics, making data 
representation more efficiently. As it was said earlier, trends are 
to use SCADA on different devices to increase mobility. Well, 
that is a task for graphic representation. Screens must be adapted 
for different devices with different representation resolutions. It 
may cost some resources during the development of SCADA, 
but when using modern software tools automatic adjustment of 
graphical representation is easier to design and there are 
possibilities to represent data in different formats for different 
devices. Certainly the one way to achieve this is by using http 
protocol due to wide popularity of this protocol on all type of 
devices. This is the key aspect of mobility. Using wide used 
protocol like http for data representation opens the door to all 
modern devices so they can be used for representing data from 
SCADA systems. 

Local data storages migrate to distributed 
web servers 
Except graphical representation which is addressed in the 

preceding section, the other important part of SCADA system is 
collection and storage of process data. Trends are changing a 
little bit slower in this part of the system if comparing to data 
representation (Groover, 2007). For sure, databases remain basic 
tool for archiving data from process, but main focus is on those 
database technologies and software which are wide used in other 
computer systems. Collection and storage of data was usually 
done locally very close to the process by one or more SCADA 
systems like on Figure 2, and what is evident here is that it’s 
moving to a concept of centralized storage. 

What is the main cause of this? 
Communication technologies have experienced huge 

development in reliability and bandwidth. It was an introduction 
to modern cloud SCADA systems on Figure 3. Now storing of 
process data finally can be done at remote places with using all 
benefits of modern server centers like multiple backup on 
multiple places, redundant power and other. This also may 
reduce costs of maintenance and modern data centers can 
provide lower cost of storing a large amount of archive data. 
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DISCUSSION 
Implementation of new modern supervisory and control 

systems in old production systems surely is an investment but if 
it is done properly it may significantly reduce production cost 
with better usage of raw materials and energy (Nikolić et al., 
2009). 

Modern SCADA systems open the door to mobile devices 
which have become an indispensable part of daily life. All 
popular modern devices that support http protocol like smart 
phones, notebooks and similar devices now can easily access the 
process data. The way of thinking during the design of SCADA 
system is changed. There is no need to make special software for 
every device. Instead, use standardized protocol already widely 
implemented in everyday devices. 

Management of modern industrial processes request higher 
demands of measurements data for different analysis. It is a 
logical trend in control and supervision systems when aiming 
better system control, reduced production costs, lower carbon 
dioxide emissions, high quality of product, etc (Nikolić et al., 
2011). In order to ensure all this SCADA needs to use modern 
computer system and very often distributed computer systems. 
With such high demands SCADA functionality must be 
distributed between computer systems in such manner that every 
system does some of the specific SCADA tasks: database for 
storing data, web server for publishing data, alarm system for 
monitoring and storage of alarm events, local data monitoring, 
etc. Communication techniques allow that some parts of 
complete system are not physically limited to be near the process 
but can be distributed. 

In this paper we don’t discount security of these systems. It 
is a huge challenge today to publish something on global 
network or to use cloud systems. They must be properly secured. 

It is very complex issue that excide the 
limits of this paper, but it must not be 
forgotten.  

CONCLUSION 
Trends in modern SCADA systems 

are under high influence of modern 
techniques used in computer systems and 
telecommunications. Trend with maybe 
the highest impact on industry is 
expansion of platforms for modern 
SCADA systems to everyday devices. 
The main goal is to achieve easy access 
to process data, to collect high amount of 
data that can be later used for some 
analysis which will make production 
process more efficient. Remote computer 
systems based on “cloud” also finds their 
role in modern SCADAs with all their 
benefits. One of the main conclusion is 
that SCADA systems are closely 
connected to computer systems and 
communication technologies so it can be 
assumed that all future developments and 
trends in computer systems will push 
new trends in SCADA systems. This 
paper doesn’t discount security issues of 
cloud and internet systems (Nicholson et 
al., 2012). Trends will always shift to 
answer to requests of production process, 
to make it more efficient and reduce 

costs. Modern computer systems and communication systems 
like never before gives us tools to make huge improvements in 
SCADA systems. As it was said before, if we observe a wider 
picture, SCADA can be every human machine interface running 
on any device that is exchanging data between some process and 
people. Although the process of introducing new technologies in 
industrial systems is inevitable, it is also very slow because 
technology need some time to adapt to specific requests of 
industrial processes and because of high cost of implementing 
new solutions into existing processes. 
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